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powerPatrol & Patrol Tactical
➢ Carbine
○ Calibre:
■ Must be in a center fired military rifle cartridge (Example: 5.56/223, 300 BLK, 7.62x39, 6.8 SPC,
6.5 Grendel, 7.62x51/308)
○ Barrel:
■ Must NOT exceed 20” in length and be in a lightweight “pencil” or Gov’t profile.
● Target & heavy profile barrels not legal for Patrol divisions.
■ Minimum barrel length 9” in a lightweight or Gov’t barrel profile
○ Trigger:
■ Trigger pull minimum weight 4.5lbs, Can be either single or two-stage
● Single-stage triggers for Patrol must have a mil-spec curve (No flat face).
○ Muzzle Device:
■ Only Flash hiders or bare muzzles are legal.
■ Any muzzle device classified as a muzzle brake/compensator or combination device are not legal
for patrol division.
○ Method of Aiming:
■ 1x red-dot/holographic sight
■ 1.5x-2x fixed optics (prismatic/ACOG)
■ Back up iron sights are allowed so long as they are mounted at the 12 o’clock position.
○ Control
■ Ambi magazine catches and safeties and legal
● Full Ambi AR lowers (KAC, ADM) are legal in Patrol.
■ oversized controls are illegal
● If your unsure if your control is oversized please contact AATG for clarification
■ BAD levers are illegal in patrol and patrol tactical
○ Accessories:
■ Control accessories like vert grips, angled grips, hand stops are legal
■ Weapon mounted lights are legal
● Lasers may be mounted to the rifle, but CANNOT be used.
■ Systems like the Redi-mag systems are legal
● So long as the Redi-mag system does NOT automatically depress the bolt release.
■ Any control that does more than its original single function are illegal in patrol
● Example: Redi-catch
■ Supporting devices (bipods, etc.) are illegal.
○ Patrol/Patrol tactical
■ Carbines can fall into either division; the participant's division placement is determined on the
handgun.
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➢ Handgun
○ Action:
■ Semi-auto and double-action revolvers are legal
○ Calibre:
■ Must be in a centre fire military/police handgun cartridge (Example: 9mm NATO/MAK, 40 S&W,
45 ACP, 357 Sig, 380 ACP, 38 Spl/357 Mag)
○ Barrel:
■ Total barrel length to include threading must NOT exceed 5.35”
■ Muzzle devices of any kind are not permitted on handgun
○ Controls:
■ Factory extended controls are legal
■ Some aftermarket controls can be legal but will have to be assessed at the match. The spirit of
the control must be in that of a patrol use.
● Example of legal aftermarket controls: Vickers tactical Glock magazine and slide catch
would be seen as legal.
○ Accessories:
■ Weapon mounted lights are legal
● Lasers may be mounted to the handgun, but CANNOT be used.
○ Triggers:
■ Trigger pull minimum weight 4.5lbs, Can be either single or two-stage.
○ Magazine baseplates:
■ Oversized baseplates that DON’T add additional weight to an empty magazine are legal.
● Example: Vickers Glock baseplate, Magpul Speed plate, 10-8 Glock/M&P base pad, Strike
Ind Buffalo wings.
● If the base plate is wider than factory and made of polymer, it’s legal
○ Magwells:
■ Carry/duty, or low profile mag wells are legal.
● Any oversized or jet funnel are not legal for patrol.
■ Grip plugs are legal.
○ Frame Mods:
■ Only non-permanent frame modifications are legal.
● Example: grip tape is legal
○ Sights:
■ Rear Sight: must be of a fixed, non-adjustable type. It can contain contrast inserts, fiber optic/s
or be completely black.
■ Front Sight: Can contain contrast inserts, fiber optic/s or be completely black.
○ Patrol Tactical/Optics:
■ Optics such as RMR, Delta-Pro, Romeo 1, Aimpoint Arco/Micro and similar Micro Red Dot Sight
(MRDS) are legal, So long as they are milled into the slide or come as a factory option such as
MOS, CORE or Optic Ready (OR) systems
■ Use of any MRDS mounted to the handgun, will push the participant into the patrol tactical
division
■

Use of a bridge mounted MRDS would move the participate to open division
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Limited
➢ Carbine
○ Calibre:
■ Must be in a center fired military rifle cartridge (Example: 5.56/223, 300 BLK, 7.62x39, 6.8 SPC,
6.5 Grendel, 7.62x51/308)
○ Barrel:
■ Must NOT exceed 20” in length and all barrel profiles are legal for limited
■ Minimum barrel length 9” in any barrel profile
○ Trigger:
■ Trigger pull minimum weight 4.5lbs and can be single or two-stage.
○ Muzzle Device:
■ Only Flash hiders or combination flash hider/compensator are legal for limited
■ Pure muzzle brakes or compensators are not legal for limited division.
○ Method of Aiming:
■ non-magnified red-dot/holographic sight with 3X or 5X mag magnifiers
■ fixed or variable powered scopes with a maximum of 5X
● ACOG’s, LVPO 1-4/5, ELCAN
■ Offset back up iron sights
○ Control
■ Oversized and ambi magazine catches and safeties and legal
● BAD levers are legal but unsafe use could lead to a stage or match DQ
○ Accessories:
■ Control accessories like vert grips, angled grips, hand stops are legal in limited
■ Weapon mounted lights are legal
● Lasers may be mounted to the rifle, but CANNOT be used.
■ Systems like the Redi-mag systems are legal
● So long as the Redi-mag system does NOT automatically depress the bolt release.
■ Any control that does more then it’s original single function are illegal in limited
● Example: Redi-catch
■ Supporting devices (bipods, etc.) are illegal.
➢ Handgun
○ Action:
■ Semi-auto and double-action revolvers are legal
○ Calibre:
■ Must be in a centre fire military/police handgun cartridge (Example: 9mm NATO/MAK, 40 S&W,
45 ACP, 357 Sig, 380 ACP, 38 Spl/357 Mag)
○ Barrel:
■ Total barrel length to include threading must NOT exceed 5.9.”
■ Muzzle devices are not permitted in limited
○ Controls:
■ Factory extended controls are legal
■ Some aftermarket controls can be legal but will have to be assessed at the match.
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Example of legal aftermarket controls: Vickers tactical Glock magazine and slide catch
would be seen as legal.

Accessories:
■ Weapon mounted lights are legal
● Lasers may be mounted to the handgun, but CANNOT be used.
Triggers:
■ Trigger pull minimum weight 3.5lbs, Can be either single or two-stage.
Magazine baseplates:
■ Oversized baseplates that DON’T add additional weight to an empty magazine are legal.
● Example: Vickers Glock baseplate, Magpul Speed plate, 10-8 Glock/M&P base pad, Strike
Ind Buffalo wings.
● If the base plate is wider then factory and made of polymer, it’s legal
Magwells:
■ Carry/duty, or low profile mag wells are legal.
● Any oversized or jet funnel are not legal for Limited.
■ Grip plugs are legal.
Frame Mods:
■ All frame modifications are legal in limited
Sights:
■ Rear Sight: Can be fixed or an adjustable type. It can contain contrast inserts, fiber optic/s or be
completely black.
■ Front Sight: Can contain contrast inserts, fiber optic/s or be completely black.
Optics:
■ Handgun mounted optics are not legal for limited.
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Open
➢ Carbine
○ Calibre:
■ It can be a wildcat/non-military cartridge or military/LE cartridge.
○ Barrel:
■ Must NOT exceed 24” in length and all barrel profiles are legal for open
■ Minimum barrel length 9” in any barrel profile
○ Trigger:
■ Trigger pull minimum weight 3lbs and can be single or two-stage.
○ Muzzle Device:
■ All muzzle devices are legal for open to include flash hider, muzzle brake or comps
○ Method of Aiming:
■ non-magnified red-dot/holographic sight with any level of magnifier
■ fixed or variable powered scopes with a maximum of 10X
● ACOG’s, LVPO 1-6/8/10, ELCAN
■ Offset red dot or iron sights are legal in open.
○ Controls
■ Oversized and ambi magazine catches and safeties and legal
● BAD levers are legal but unsafe use could lead to a stage or match DQ
○ Accessories:
■ Control accessories like vert grips, angled grips, hand stops are legal in open
■ Weapon mounted lights are legal
● Lasers may be mounted to the rifle but can be used.
■ Systems like the Redi-mag systems are legal
● Auto bolt release is legal in open
■ Any control that does more than its original single function are legal in open
● Example: Redi-catch
■ Supporting devices (bipods, etc.) are illegal.
➢ Handgun
○ Action:
■ Semi-auto and double-action revolvers are legal
○ Calibre:
■ It can be wildcat/non-military centre fire cartridge or military/LE centre fire cartridge.
○ Barrel:
■ Total barrel length to include threading must NOT exceed 5.9.”
■ Muzzle devices are permitted
○ Controls:
■ Any factory or third party control is legal in open
○ Accessories:
■ Weapon mounted lights are legal
● Lasers may be mounted to the rifle, but CANNOT be used.
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○

Triggers:
■ Trigger pull weight minimum 3lbs, Can be either single or two-stage.

○

Magazine baseplates:
■ Oversized baseplates that add additional weight to an empty magazine are legal.
Magwells:
■ Magwells of any size are legal in open
Frame Mods:
■ All frame modifications are legal in open
Sights:
■ Rear Sight: Can be an adjustable type. It can contain contrast inserts, fiber optic/s or be
completely black.
■ Front Sight: Can contain contrast inserts, fiber optic/s or be completely black.
Optics:
■ Optics such as RMR, Delta-Pro, Romeo 1, Aimpoint Arco/Micro and similar Micro Red Dot Sight
(MRDS) are legal.
■ They can be milled into the slide or come as a factory option such as MOS, CORE or Optic Ready
(OR) systems
■ Also, the optic can be bridge-mounted

○
○
○

○

Classic Iron
➢ Division Concept
○ This division is to allow participants that want to challenge themselves with period weapons and if they
want to, the period correct gear. There is no pressure to use the period correct gear however. Our hope
is to see those participating in Classic to seek out the most correct firearms possible, but we understand
that our laws can make sourcing the correct guns difficult. However please do your best to avoid
handguns that have accessory rails. Accessory rails for the most part will be illegal for rifles.
○ The year to build your classic division firearms should be built as it would be issued 1989 or earlier.
■ If you're unsure the firearm you wish to use in classic is legal please contact AATG for
clarification.
○ During matches, manual action and semi-auto participants will be classed as either Classic Irons manual
or Classic Irons Semi.
➢ Carbine
○ Calibre:
■ Must be in a classic centrefire issued military cartridge (Example: 5.56/223, 7.62x39,
7.62x51/308, 7.62x54R)
○ Action
■ Classic semi-auto and bolt action guns are allowed
● Examples of classic rifle: Colt SP01, M1A/M305, SKS, VZ58, Type 81, SVT-40, M1
Garand/Carbine, Kar 98K, K31, Mosin Nagant, No1 Mk4
○ Barrel:
■ The rifle must use a barrel profile/length similar to its adopted profile
● Example: M16A1/SP01 used pencil profile
● Classic AR’s must use either a Carbine or Rifle length gas system
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Trigger:
■ Trigger pull weight minimum 4.5 lbs either single or two-stage
○ Muzzle Device:
■ Only Flash hiders or plain muzzles are legal.
○ Method of Aiming:
■ Fixed/adjustable irons only
● Classic AR15’s must use an A1 or A2 fixed carry handle to be classic legal
● Some exceptions could be made by the match director in advance of the match
○ Controls
■ Only Factory controls in a as issued state are legal.
○ Accessories:
■ No accessories can be mounted in classic
■ Supporting devices (bipods, etc.) are prohibited unless they are part of the original “as issued”
configuration and remain on the rifle for all stages.
➢ Handgun
○ Action:
■ Semi-auto and double-action revolvers are legal
○ Calibre:
■ Must be in a classic centrefire military/police handgun cartridge (Example: 9mm NATO/MAK, 45
ACP, 380 ACP, 38 Spl/357 Mag)
○ Barrel:
■ Total barrel length must NOT exceed 5.35”
■ Muzzle devices and threaded barrels are illegal* in classic
● *Threaded barrels can be legal if a shorter barrel would not make the handgun meet
Restricted status, Example Sig P225.
○ Controls:
■ Only Factory controls in a as issued state are legal.
■ Modern factory completely ambi handguns (Glock Gen 5, M&P, SFP9) are illegal in classic.
○ Triggers:
■ Trigger pull minimum weight 4.5lbs, Can be either single or two-stage.
○ Magwells:
■ Magwells are illegal in classic
○ Frame:
■ No frame mods are aloud
■ Railed frames would be frowned upon but legal.
○ Sights:
■ Rear Sight: must be of a fixed or adjustable type. It can contain contrast inserts or be completely
black.
● Fibre optic and night sights illegal for Classic.
■ Front Sight: Can contain contrast inserts or be completely black.
● Fibre optic and night sights illegal for Classic.
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Pistol Caliber Carbines
➢ PCC’s will not have their own division, Your PCC will be slotted into the rifle division it most closely fits into.
Examples would be a GSG MP40 9mm would fall into Classic irons while a Ruger PC9 with a red dot would fall
into either patrol or patrol tactical (based on the participants handgun)
○ Minimum barrel length rules for divisions will not apply to a PCC
○ If your PCC uses the same magazine as your handgun you can carry 6 additional magazines and can be
used between both firearms.
○ understand stages can have rifle targets at ~75m or longer and failure to engage them will incur the
appropriate time penalties (AATG Rules and Conduct: 2.1.1, 2.2.1, 2.3.1)

All Division Gear Rules
➢ Holsters
○ The handgun holster must safely retain the handgun during vigorous movement. A semiautomatic pistol
holster must completely cover the trigger and must cover the slide up to ½” below the ejection port. A
revolver holster must completely cover the trigger and the cylinder.
○ Examples of legal Vs Illegals
■ Plastic/Kydex model-specific holsters (Safariland/bladetech/Custom) legal
■ Plastic multi-fit holster (Safariland 578 GLS) legal
■ Leather holster must be specific to the firearm to be legal
■ Shoulder holsters, SERPA type, cross draw, nylon multi-fit and “race” holsters are illegal.
● SERPAs could be used in Patrol/Patrol tactical Division if the holster is part of issued
equipment (LEO/MIL only)
○ All retention devices found in your holster must be used (SLS, ALS, GLS, thumb drive/break)
○ The holster must be firmly mounted to a belt or some kind of secure drop leg platform
➢ Magazines
○ Carbine
■ Any legal carbine magazine is legal for AATG (5, 10, 15)
■ A magazine is defined as one body, one spring, one follower. Magazines coupled, mounted, or
otherwise fastened together count as 2 magazines.
■ Most stages will be set up for ~15 rounds, Topping up is legal
■ At most, a participant can legally carry six mags in total.
● That includes the magazine in your rifle.
● How spare mags are carried is variable but must be stored in a wrapped dedicated
magazine pouch
○ Vest, Chest Rigs, “War” belts are legal in AATG
○ The use of pockets found on clothing can be used so long as the magazine is
inside of the pocket and does not exceed the total limit
○ Dump pouches are legal
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Handguns
■ Any Legal handgun magazine is legal for AATG (10)
■ Most stages will be set up for ~20 rounds, Topping up is legal
■ At most a participant can legally carry four magazines in total
● That includes the magazine in your handgun.
● How spare mags are carried is variable but must be stored in a wrapped dedicated
magazine pouch
○ Vest, Chest Rigs, “War” belts are legal in AATG
○ The use of pockets found on clothing can be used so long as the magazine is
inside of the pocket and does not exceed the total limit
○ Dump pouches are legal
➢ Ammunition
○ For Patrol, Patrol Tactical, Limited and Classic only factory or commercial remanufactured ammo is legal
in those divisions
■ Bi-metal/steel core ammo will be legal in a match by match ruling, based on the type of target
used and distances in the match.
○ Open Division personal reloads legal, as long as they meet the power factor.
■ Before each match, each open division participants will be required to Chrono all ammo
■ All ammunition used for AATG open division must meet minor power factor standard set out by
IPSC for both rifle and pistol
○ If any time an RO believes a participant to be using non-commercial ammo in patrol, patrol tactical
limited or classic divisions, the RO can request for an immediate Chrono.
■ If the participant is to be found using personal reloads in the above divisions, the participant will
be given an immediate match DQ and also be barred for one additional AATG hosted match.
○ Illegal Ammunition
■ Any ammo containing tracer, incendiary, explosive, armour piercing, bare steel jacket or
steel/tungsten/penetrator core projectiles is unsafe and prohibited.
➢ Division Placement
○

Each firearm used by a participant will be reviewed at match start by a match official to verify it is legal
for the division the participant has signed up for.
■ If a single part found on either of the participants firearms is not legal for the division they
signed up for, they will be asked to remove it or be moved to the correct division.
● Example: A muzzle break found on a rifle that was intended to be used in Patrol division,
would move the participant to open division if the shooter was unable to swap it for a
flash hider or use a bare muzzle.

